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SPEED UP OPERATIONS AND SAVINGS



Fast. Durable. Safe. 
This high performance door delivers optimal efficiency, reliability 
and safety with its fast speeds and superior design. Improve 
workflow, while also saving on energy and maintenance costs 
with this exterior door ideal for heavy traffic flow. The UltraFast 
is designed to limit air filtration and separate interior and 
exterior environments. It can stand up against extreme weather 
conditions with its heavy-duty wind ribs.

 ■ Help keep workers safe with smart safety 
features that help reduce accidents and 
downtime while also maintaining traffic flow.
 ■ Wireless sensing devices eliminate the need 

for coil cords and reduces maintenance, while 
optional light curtains will reverse the door if an 
object is detected in the doorway.

 ■ Increase efficiency, limit air infiltration and 
lower energy costs in high traffic areas with fast 
opening speeds of up to 60” per second. 
 ■ Reduce maintenance costs and downtime 

with this doors self-repairing breakaway bottom 
beam that resets itself after accidental impact.

    WHY OUR DOOR

Superior Safety Systems

Enhanced Weather Resistance
 ■ Holds up against high wind loads and 

extreme weather with its wind rib reinforcement 
and strong polyurethane weather seals while 
not slowing down operations.
 ■ Double weather seals run along the side 

frames and top frame to create a super tight seal 
to help reduce energy loss while also keeping 
outdoor conditions at bay.

High Speeds, Low Maintenance

Albany UltraFast
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Receive optimal climate control and 
energy efficiency with a double 
weather seal, which helps limit air 
infiltration and reduce energy loss.

Heavy duty wind ribs help this door 
stand up against high winds and 
remain operational even in extreme 
weather.

Double Weather Seals Wind Rib Reinforcements

The Albany Difference 
From the inventors of the original Rapid RollTM door, Albany High Performance Doors are strong, fast, and 
safe. With simplicity in design, few moving parts, and speed, our rapid roll doors maximize productivity 
and savings for our customers. Companies count on Albany due to our decades of experience, superior 
performance and products, and the global leader in entrance automation that stands behind us, 4Front 
Engineered Solutions. 

Doors You Trust.
Features You Can Count On.

MCC 
VectorControl™ 

Variable frequency drive with soft start 
/ soft stop and positioning encoder. 
24V DC, cUL listed

Input Voltage 208-240 V, 440-480 V, 575-600 V

Motor 3.0Hp, 3 phase, 50/60 Hz

Limits Adjustment At keypad interface

Protection NEMA 4

We offer various options and actuation devices for all high-performance door products.

DOOR CHARACTERISTICS
Door Dimensions Minimum: 3’W x 7’H

Maximum: 16’W x 16’H

Operating Speeds Opens: Up to 60” per second
Closes: Up to 24” per second

Safety and Sensing 
Devices

Standard Photo Eye
Safety Light curtain: Full through-beam 
light curtain up to six feet tall
Wireless Safety System (no coil cords)
Bottom Beam: Padded, soft bottom bar 
with fail-safe electric safety edge
Egress Safety System: Break release 
raises door during power outage.

Door Panel Rolltex panel
2-ply polyester PVC panel material
Optional 40 oz replaceable vinyl panel
Full Width PVC vision panel
Optional PVC windows 

CONTROL & DRIVE SYSTEM

Wind Rib 
Reinforcement

1.5” aluminum profiles

For High Wind 
Applications

4” high strength aluminum profiles

Wind Rating Wind Class 2

WIND RESISTANCE

The new and improved ACS 100 
control panel features multiple 
activation and a streamlined system 
for smooth operations. 

Modular Industrial Design



Founded in 1895 as Albany International in the USA, Albany began manufacturing the first high-
performance roll door in 1963. Today, Albany is the world leader in the production of high-speed 
and high-performance doors. Providing sophisticated products that are designed for a wide range 
of applications in various industries, Albany remains the original high-performance roll-up door. 

Door specifications and technical data subject to change without notice.
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